commercial temporary structures
ANYWHERE AND FOR ANYTHING
Berry Marquees has a vast range of structures for temporary buildings whether for event, film or television
production, exhibitions, maintenance, industrial storage or manufacturing. We are proud to call some of the
country’s most distinguished and discerning companies, across a vastly disparate group of industries, our longterm clients. We believe this is testament to the adaptability, efficiency and creativity behind the Berry Marquees
brand. Our buildings can be constructed almost anywhere and at any time, for any length of hire period, or
purchase. Berry Marquees’ industrial marquee range is the ultimate in flexibility enabling you to rapidly reconfigure
your business and adapt to changing work volumes.

exhibition structures
STAGING YOUR PRODUCTION
Stand out with the contemporary clean lines of a Berry Marquees exhibition structure. Our marquees can be
completely clear, to encase your product, fully branded to pull in the crowds, hard walled or glass sided or
completed in company colours. Our temporary structures are designed and erected to compliment any production
from London Fashion Week catwalk shows to international B2B business exhibitions, small interior exhibitor
stands to grand scale promotion events. Berry Marquees has built temporary spaces within palaces and royal
parks, atop major buildings, even on the decks of ships.

extra space
TEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
Found the ideal venue, but struggling for
additional space? Berry Marquees is an industry
leader in connected buildings, creating seamless
temporary expansions to extend a venue’s
square footage, or enable a change of use.

Adding on back of house rooms from kitchen
facilities to offices, workshops, stores, audience
housing, wardrobe or green room space can
turn a challenging production area into a made
to measure, purpose built environment.

industrial spaces
LONG TERM HIRES
A temporary structure from Berry Marquees can
solve a space issue, literally overnight.

It can quickly, cost effectively and easily provide
warehousing space, expanded production, short
term offices or employee weather protection
without the massive investment, time or logistics
required for a conventional build.

A temporary structure does not need planning
permission for up to 28 days, (at which point
temporary permission is a straight forward
process). Our buildings can be erected onto soft
ground or hard standing, can provide raised, dry,
level flooring, soft or hard sides for security and
be built exactly to space requirements.

Berry Marquees structures can be free standing
or work as a seamless expansion of, (or space
within) an existing structure. Our marquees can
be climate controlled to regulate temperature
throughout the year.

careful planning
SKILLED DESIGN, CLEVER CONSTRUCTION, IDEAL SOLUTIONS
Berry Marquees is an industry leader in providing

Berry will make recommendations as to materials,

properly researched, safely constructed and

ancillary hire requirements and provide a detailed and

maintained builds for long term hire. Upon

fully costed final quote along with strictly adhered to

receiving your enquiry Berry will carry out a

build time table. Following construction and handover,

site inspection to assess the opportunities

care does not stop there. We also utilise digital wind

and challenges of the location and make

monitoring equipment, as well as scheduled regular

recommendations.

maintenance checks to ensure the ongoing safety of
your site and your peace of mind.

Berry may employ GPS site mapping, scanning
for underground services, laser levelling and
computer aided design to produce exact scale
drawings, ensuring you can visualise precisely
how hard your temporary structure will work for
you.

For smaller scale and interior exhibition builds
we take no less trouble to ensure clever, safe and
maintained constructions. We work closely with
major exhibition companies across the United
Kingdom and have a wealth of experience and
understanding of the challenges of the exhibition
business. We carry over ten million pounds in
public liability insurance.

health & safety
OUR PRIORITY AND YOURS
Our build teams are trained to exacting
standards, thoroughly security checked and
enthusiastic experts for what they do. Berry
Marquees has a reputation built on more than
two decades leading the industry and our teams,
from design to construction to warehouse and
equipment maintenance, are renowned as the
best in the business.
We take safety to heart. The protection of our
workforce,
is

clients

paramount.
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review every build and take down for learnings,
and rigorously maintain all equipment, whilst
promoting the same exacting standards in all
our subcontractors. Berry Marquees is a proud
member of the Made Up Textiles Association. We
are regularly inspected to ensure our adherence
to the robust best practices set down by the
MUTA Mark.
Our sites are secure, our work is neat and our
clean up is efficient and impressive. We build to
budget, to deadline and to delight our clients!

contact us
WE’RE ON OUR WAY
Call our design team today to discuss how a
temporary structure from Berry Marquees might
be exactly the solution you are looking for.
Email sales@berrymarquees.com
Phone 01784

471410

